Whit Lanier is the vice president of sales and marketing at Digital
Assent. He’s charged with driving leads for PatientPad, a tablet
computer solution built to help physician's oﬃces with patient
engagement. The device primarily focuses on capturing patient
feedback at the point of care in the physician's oﬃce.

CHALLENGE
“We needed an actual case study of an actual customer who a prospect can relate to,
so a prospect can hear about a similar pain point that our product was able to solve
and what kind of results we can deliver.”
“If you are successful at identifying, qualifying, and engaging a prospect, the next
logical step is to be able to demonstrate what your product has done for a customer.”
“Case studies are essential. You want to make sure that they are well done. It's not
really a check the box (just “check box component?”) component of your marketing
strategy. You want to make sure you can deliver when someone says, ’Can you send
me some information of an actual customer, an example of someone who's using
your product?’ That's a real make or break moment in the sales cycle.”
“We're a relatively small startup. We're somewhat resource constrained. Doing case
studies by ourselves means not only coordinating every interaction with the client's
schedule, but we have to coordinate it with our own schedule which would push things
out longer.”

SOLUTION
“There are a couple of big beneﬁts of having ProCaseStudies work on this case study
for us. Having an impartial third party do the interviewing and collect the information
brought a more accurate voice of the customer. We were able to get a more honest
and insightful perspective on what their experience really was.
“Working with ProCaseStudies eliminated our resource constraints. They were able to
accommodate whatever the customer's schedule was - in terms of every touch point as well as effectively set expectations for the customer in terms of what the steps
were going to be and how long each step might take.”

RESULTS

“A good case study tells a story. It uses words and language that sound very real, very
natural, very easy for the prospect to relate to so that they can imagine themselves in
the same shoes as the person the case study is based on (or: in the same shoes as
the case study subject).
Once we engage a prospect we put them into a drip marketing program that - over a
series of emails - builds the case for our product (or: builds the case for our product
over a series of emails). The case study is in the second or third email that a prospect
receives. It's one of the most popular calls to action for prospects who engage with us
in some way and then wind up in that drip program.
When a prospect expresses interest, they're going to want to see proof. They're going
to want to see an example. It's tremendously valuable to have a concise summary of
what happens when a customer selects our product and implements it well.
All of the emails are in competition with each other in terms of what kind of a click
through rate were you able to obtain, and if the content of the email is enough to
actually cause the prospect to proactively reach back out to us.
The way that we're using it now, the KPI for each call-to-action that we offer a prospect
is what kind of an engagement, what kind of a click through do they get. We look at
how each email performs against each other, and what calls-to-action are able to
drive those engagements and those responses from our prospects.
One of the nice things about our ﬁnished case study is that it contained data, including
the numerical results that our product was able to deliver. The testimonial was delivered
in a narrative voice. It was chock full of customer quotes explaining their perspective
on their own problem, their assessment of our product, their experience implementing
it, and the results that they were able to achieve.”
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